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It's easy to see 

the role of play and humour  
in deliberative democracy 

and in the methods of deliberative representation    




if we have in mind 
two fundamental paradigm shifts taking place 

"without our awareness", in spite of us    
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  “all the problems of our time are due to the fact that 
1. our bodies thrive in the 21st century 

while our minds and institutions 
have remained in the 19th century”

         2. “the 21st century needs the systematic substitution 
of the either/or approach with the both/and one” 

  







 


Ulrich Beck: 
sociologist 
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 During the XXth century 
more and more thinkers in all fields 

of science and knowledge
began to reason about 

an "epistemology of complex systems"  
  

But our institutions, 
first and foremost the political ones,

 have remained as they were 
at the time of the invention of the telegraph  


 

. 
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Complex vs Simple Contexts 

Paradigmatic 
Shifts: 

1. who makes the decisions 
2. where and when are the decisions made 
3. meaning of “collaboration”
4. meaning of “expertise”
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simple systems complex systems

A !! 


A (or nearly A)  


A !! 


H

F


C


1. Who makes the decisions
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“complex” is a context ….
that none of the subjects that are part of it 

(no matter how powerful) 
is able to govern, to orient in a desired way.

   
Where a complex system goes, 
what developments it follows 

always depends on the collaboration 
of all the subjects that compose it.

1. Who makes the decisions 
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  complex systems

Decision


implementation


work 

in 


process


simple systems

2.Where and when are the decisions made 
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3. “collaboration”

simple systems complex systems

Vision 
of the whole 

Vision 
of the whole 
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we competent - you incompetents 

Reflexive/Deliberative Practitioner 

4. “expertise”

XIX century 
XXI century  
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4. The inclusive/ deliberative 
professional’s toolbox: 

Creative Confrontation 
PLAY  

HUMOR  

  
All these tools are ignored by the serious and rational 
exclusive/gatekeeper 
and by his linear,zero-sum world
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“Beware of paternalism  

from  the outside  

and even more  

within your own organization” 
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The Diamond of Participatory Decision Making

(from: Sam Kaner’s Facilitation Guide to  
Participatory Decision Making)  



active
listening

multiply 
options co-design

Marianella Sclavi’s contribution to Kaner’s Diamond 
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You say “A” I say “B”

Dialogue

Options: A and B + CDEF 

 The discussion has no room for AL and 
multiplication of options - Dialogue does.  

 

	  What	  are	  the	  concerns,	  the	  basic	  interests?	  	  What	  are	  the	  posi1ons	  ?	  	  

Discussion 

From the "majority" confrontation to the 
“creative” confrontation  
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W. Ross Ashby's “Law of Requisite Variety” is known 
as the First Law of Cybernetics.

"A organism or organization can't deal with
an increase in differentiation and variety 
in its own context,
if it does not increase the range of choices
of its repertoire of responses."

W. Ross Ashby's Law
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Question: 

"Is the repertoire of answers (choices) available
 to individuals and organizations increasing?" 

 
This criterion applies to the assessment of changes

taking place at the level of: 

individuals, organizations, governments 
and also to participatory processes.
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 The position of PLAY AND HUMOR ….

IN THE UPGRADING OF DEMOCRACY

and

CIVIL/URBAN LIFE 
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A middle-aged man confides to a friend: "My wife is 
becoming deaf, but she doesn't want to admit it. She 
refuses to go to a doctor for a hearing check. And she gets 
mad at me if I insist. I don't know what to do.”

His friend suggests a little home test. "When she doesn't 
look at you and can't read your lips tell her something from 
4 meters, if she doesn't answer, repeat the same sentence 
from 2 meters and then even closer”.

Back home, the middle-aged man finds his wife in the 
kitchen at the stove and from 4 meters asks her "Dear, what 
do we eat for dinner?" No answer. He comes closer and 
from 2 meters: "Dear, what do we eat for dinner? "No 
answer.  Finally, he goes right behind her shoulders and 
repeats even more loudly the same question.

At this point, the wife turns around and says: 
"Dear, for the third time: chicken!"

 
 

        



 “ I'm worried: she doesn't admit to being deaf  ” 

I am 
becoming 

 deaf  
                       

She 
is becoming  

deaf 
no answer 

1.  You cannot exclude the unexpected 

2.  Be ready to be surprised 

3.  Be ready to laugh at yourself for being caught 



–Ludwig Wittgenstein

“Humor is not a mood, 
it is a way of looking at the world”


            –Ludwig Wittgenstein

Humor and Wittgenstein 


“It is not true that an exception confirms the rule. 
An exception brings out possibilities that are excluded, denied.”.




Arthur Koestler: “The Act of Creation”
“Darkness at noon”
“The sleepwalkers”

•  bisociation / paradox /creativity

•  common sense/seriousness versus lightness and play   

•  displacement, multiplication of options  

•  double illumination (Freud)  

An epistemology for complexity 
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in “the second illumination”(Freud) : !
!

we laugh not only because !
we are taken aback by a meaning previously excluded,!

but also because this displacement !
makes us aware of how !

naive and arrogant !
we were/are !

when we think that our understanding of X!
is the only possible / right one !

Humor is a training ground !



Sigmund Freud : 
Jokes and their relations with the unconscious 

(1905) 
Humor (1927)

“Humor is the main ingredient for the 
prevention of paranoia”

An epistemology for complexity 




Active Listening is not a simple empathy exercise 
It comes into operation just where the empathy fails

and we must assume that the the interloctor is intelligent   
not because we understood him, 
but to be able to understand him.

 


    from empathy to exotopy/l’extralocation 

(Mikhail Bakhtin ) 
 

 
A person-centered philosophical approach:

besides empathy, we need congruence 
and caring =  unconditional positive regard

An epistemology for complexity 
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The first 3 rules of the art of listening: 
1.  Never be in a hurry to reach conclusions. Conclusions 

are the most ephemeral part of your research.!
2.  What you are seeing depends on your point of view. In 

order to see what your point of view is, you have to 
change it.!

3.  In order to understand what another person is saying, 
you must assume that he/she is right and ask him/her to 
help you  understand why it is so. !

        

 


Marianella Sclavi 
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    The “main shift”: playful communication is an 

extremely serious matter ! 

Urban Planner vs local dwellers 

 

Mutual learning - collective intelligence 

for effective design and results 

 

        

Teacher vs students

Doctor vs patient

Politician vs electors 

Parent and child 





                                     John Forester









      “Inclusive practitioner”:   
         Giancarlo De Carlo
 
   

 Donald Schön  
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Requirements for XXI century felicituous governance: 

•  Inclusion of local stakeholders

• Deliberative polling/Creative Confrontation Approach

• Opponents, dislikes, enemies are included 
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The drama of 
a XXI century “representative”:

   
“If XIX century 2 old principles:
 
1. diversity as an opportunity for taking sides 

and 
2. power as a the pyramidal, hierarchical, linear 

relationship

do not hold any more: 
                                   “What do I represent ?” 

( A contemporary “To be or not to be”dilemma..)    
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  in XXI century 
=   

    1. diversity as an opportunity for mutual learning 
and 

2. power as an active exercise in collective intelligence    
 

  

The meaning of “representative”
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  in XXI century   
=   
         
 

  

The meaning of “representative”

At the level of specific decisions: guarantor that 
the his/her costituency’s positions are part of the game

 At a general level: guarantor of the game of listening 
and creative confrontation in society 

“all the world in the room”


 

“nothing for us without us”
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   This double development of the sense of 

representation is already underway: 
new:

Debat Public (France) 
Negotiated Rulemaking (USA) 

XXI century town meetings 
Participatory budgets 

Open Space Technology
 

old:
            Popular Juries in the judicial system 

(Cesare Beccaria docet) 
INDABA: COP21, Paris, December 2015
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 Max Weber: criticism of the closure of bureaucracy
 to society: “office secrecy” 

“the reduction of citizens to Fellah of ancient Egypt”
 

Cesare Beccaria (“On Crimes and Punishments” - 1764)

, the first critical analysis of capital punishment that demanded its abolition) 

“popular juries” as an antidote to the exclusion of citizens 
from the elaboration of jurisprudence and 

and management of the social contract 
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everyone while telling others their hard limits, 
is also asked to provide solutions 
to find a common ground.

 And it worked! 

INDABA: COP21, Paris, December 2015  

Including everyone and allowing hostile countries 
to speak in earshot of observers:

The Conference was paralysed by 1500 conflicting motions 
and it was decided to resort to the Indaba

 


 

a unique management strategy
from the Zulu and Xhosa people of Southern Africa
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Collective intelligence: listen/collect all points of view/
interests, life experiences and step back: 

“This is how we see the question/the situation”   

XIX century                        XXI century
•  both - and /and  

•  respect and recognition

• Eco-centric 
•  collect all the ideas, proposals, 

worries 

•  problem setting 

•  aut-aut /either-or                                      

•  judgmental                                          

•  Ego-centric                                               

•  discussion of every single 
position

•  problem solving



Grazie /�
Thanks a lot /�

Merci beaucoup / �
Muito obrigado / �
Mucias Gracias /

Vielen Dank an alle/�
Arigato /�
Xié Xié  


